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supply. Elementary education has an inelastic demand
because people who want it want it badly and will purchase
it whatever, within reasonable limits, it costs: whereas
people who do not want it will not be induced to take it,
except under compulsion, even if it is offered to them for
nothing. Medical attendance has a highly inelastic demand
because, when people are well, they do not want doctoring
at any price, and, when they are ill, they want it ver}^ much.
Water has a highly inelastic demand in ordinary conditions
because it is, in any event, so cheap that to most people
variations in its price do not seem to matter. Moreover, all
these three things, education, medical attendance and water,
are things that carry indirect benefits not obvious at first
sight to the purchasers, so that, from a social point of view, it
is desirable that they should have more of them than they
would be likely to buy at cost price if left to their own devices.
Thus, in regard to these services, a good part of any apparent
waste that might come about in consequence of gratis supply
in unlimited quantities would not be real waste. So strongly
is this realised in the case of elementary education that in
Great Britain the government, not content with gratia supply,
has framed legislation to ensure compulsory use.
§ 5. Arguments about waste are plainly inapplicable when
it is a question of substituting gratis supply in unlimited
quantities, not for individual purchases at an aggregate price
varying with the actual quantity of purchase, but for indi-
vidual purchases at an aggregate price varying with an esti-
mated quantity of purchase. Thus, when the water-rate which
a man has to pay is based, not on his actual use of water an
determined by meter, but on his assumed use as determined
by the size of his house, the existence of the rate will make
no difference to the amount of his consumption. In like
manner, where people are accustomed to pay for the services
of a doctor by subscriptions to a sick-club, the amount of
which is independent of the extent to which they individually
call in a doctor during a year, no difference would be made
to the amount of doctoring they ask for if doctors' services*
were provided free at the public expense. Arrangements of
this kind, it will be noticed, could not in practice exist unless
the service in question were, in its own nature, one of fairly
inelastic demand. Thus the fundamental condition that makes

